ITEMS TO CONSIDER
- Construction areas shown in red will be fenced off until 8/30/24.
- Blanchard Cir in front of Mead Hall closing 6/18-7/9
- Brigham and Porter Work Continue through 8/30/24

LEGEND
- Accessible Door
- Construction Area - 5/28-6/27
- Construction Area - 6/18-7/9
- Construction Area - Thru 8/30
- Door Closed
- Door Open
- Road Closed
- Road Open
- Walkway Closed
- Walkway Open
ITEMS TO CONSIDER
- Construction areas shown in red will be fenced off until 8/30/24.
- Blanchard Cir in front of Mead Hall closing 6/18-7/9
- Brigham and Porter Work Continue through 8/30/24

LEGEND
Accessible Door
Construction Area - Thru 8/30
Open Door
Road Open
Walkway Open

TEMP WALKWAY
ACROSS SKINNER GREEN

GATEWAY RD OPEN. SIDEWALK NEAR PORTER HALL REMAINS CLOSED

NEW COMMUNITY DINING HALL
BLANCHARD CAMPUS CENTER
CIRUTI CENTER
HEATING PLANT
PORTER HALL
GETTELL AMP.